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Abstract

Introduction The aim of this work is to show the results of GTV auto-
matic segmentation based on dynamic PET acquisition. With respect to
single voxel segmentation the temporal information is used to improve qual-
ity of GTV delineation. The segmentation algorithm proposed exploits the
theoretic assumption that FDG uptake over time in cancer cells is very dif-
ferent from the one in normal tissues and therefore in this study anomaly
detection is used to look for tumor peculiar-anomalous TACs.

Material and Methods For each patient two list mode datasets of images
were acquired. The first one scan (basal) was acquired one hour after FDG
injection and reconstructed as static frame. The last one (delayed) was
acquired half one hour after the first scan and reconstructed as dynamic scan.
Two delayed scans were registered to the basal scan. A modified version of
the RX Detector was used. RX Detector usually works in RGB, but in
this study its use on TACs has been explored passing the three grayscale
images in place of the three channels of RGB. The resulting single image,
which actually is a matrix of Mahalanobis distances, presents values that are
very high for voxels whose TAC has anomalous temporal behavior. Finally,
threshold segmentation is performed on the distance matrix. On a dataset
of 10 patients segmentation techniques present in the literature working on
single PET scan have been implemented as well as segmentation techniques
based on RX Detector output.

Results Spatial overlap index (SOI) was used as metric to evaluate the
segmentation accuracy. All of the segmentation algorithms implemented on
RXD output show better SOI (0.507±0.158) than algorithm based on SUV,
i.e. Brambilla, SOI 0.278 ± 0.236. A manual contour drawn by experienced
Nuclear Physician was the reference.

Conclusion Although a small dataset, the segmentation of dynamic PET
images based on RXD output seems to be promising.
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